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Neverland
Madyha Leghari

Childhood, once past, is often assumed to be an inaccessible territory, bounded only with 
memory and the unconscious mind. These linkages in themselves are treacherous and do not 
lend easily to any sure footing. The past may be forgotten, written over and imagined anew in 
every present moment. Thus, it becomes non-real, providing only phantasmagorical referenc-
es to furnish our present lives and vice-versa.

Similarly, children are sometimes seen as essentially di�erent creatures, giving rise to elabo-
rate theories of communication with them. Writers of children’s books, for example, are 
concerned with the notion of a child’s consciousness and understanding. Similarly, teachers, 
parents and others engaged in roles involving interactions with children, often adapt a 
di�erent persona to their ordinary selves. Ideas of responsibility, criminality, morality, consent 
and ethics all become complicated when we apply them to young ones. The question that 
proposes itself as a result is that how do we draw this distinction between child and adult? 
When does one stop being the other? One may refer to the age of legal adulthood for a conve-
nient answer, but the history of drawing that line is fraught with inconsistency. In the past, the 
age at which one could vote was sixteen in many countries. Over time, it shifted to eighteen 
and today many constituencies bar anyone less than twenty-one years of age. Is childhood a 
social construct based on evolving circumstances of human modes of existence? As industrial 
societies seem to require increased periods of socialization, childhood is extended to suit 
di�erent economic purposes. Or is it a distinct developmental phase in the progress of an 
individual’s personality? Of course, age is a biological and psychological process in addition to 
being a social one.



The participating artists in this show are using distinct strategies to engage with the curatorial 
premise based on a text that is claimed to be written for children. However, the playful rhymes 
and limericks collected under ‘Jhoolnay’ by Su� Ghulam Mustafa Tabassum, have amassed cult 
popularity amongst both youngsters and adults. These are musical variations of language 
evoking whimsical images of improbability and magic. At the same time, whether through 
intention or circumstance, these images touch upon serious social realities, while incongru-
ously making a claim for the irrational. This irony is reinforced in Rabeya Jalil’s work when she 
uses an almost automated expressionist mark, posthumously through an animated video. Her 
installations o�er a similar tension between the archetype of family and domesticity in 
contrast to its actual manifestations. The scale, enclosure and making of these monochromat-
ic installations suggests both a sense of entrapment and the experience of a transitory 
moment.

In a similar vein, Sahyr Syed’s playful constructions, also revolving around the idea of home, 
take stock of minuteness to o�er a whole that is not fully fathomable at once. Mohsin Sha� 
creates assemblages of found content that testify to their own multiple possibilities. He mixes 
and matches in a way that suggests an a�ective rather than cerebral process, making his 
creatures interchangeable and at the same time compatible. The result is many framed views 
of the same other-world. 

Haider Ali Jan also uses found imagery but shifts away from its existing indexical qualities. 
Instead through selective editing and rewarding over originals, he essentialises an image to 
the minimum components needed for it to remain identi�able. This process is not unlike a 
recall of childhood by adults whereby the past is available, not as complete information but as 
a jaundinced retelling through the lens of the present.

Zara Asgher uses an economy of mark to isolate an observation in a way that the resultant 
images are more rooted in her mind than the scene at hand. Her use of the creamy available 
picture plane in a horizontal sketchbook gives her freedom to create incredible but convinc-
ing juxtapositions. Asgher’s pictures ratify the apparent simplicity in the lyricism of ‘Jhoolnay’ 
and looking for further similarities, one �nds that her works are just as tightly structured as the 
metered poetry of the book. 

Hassan Mujtaba approaches the curatorial premise in an oblique fashion, engaging not solely 
with the content of the Book but its context as a tome for children. His portraits create a sense 
of the uncanny as a gaze o�ered for a camera perhaps, is translated and perpetuated as a 
subjective interpretation. 

It is important to remember that the �gure of the artist is also often linked historically with 
that of a child. The desire to unearth the ‘unknown’ through arcane creative qualities chalks 
the artist out as a naïf or a primitive �gure. Thus it is assumed that this child can start with a 
blank slate, look inwards unto itself, and then o�er something original or insightful applicable 
to a collective consciousness. The participant artists similarly attempt to condense the experi-
ence of age and reach backwards. Each uses distinct strategies to o�er their �nds to the 
viewer.

Madyha Leghari is a visual artist and writer based in Lahore.



Poem or poems...
Inaam Zafar

We have some similarities and few di�erences in the matters of growing up. Regardless, a 
common point that we often discuss now is of a child becoming mature early, before time. 
They would act much advanced than their age and we either show pride or concern towards 
that.  If we talk about the reasons; there is a list responsible for this premature growth. Blame 
it on hormone-fed poultry or ubiquitously accessible information technology. Means to learn 
faster have always progressed with time. 

Somehow on the similar premise, the idea of this show was conceived and built upon. It holds 
much nostalgia for the children born of 1980s, a time, when less cluttered minds could’ve 
been a�orded. Books were common sources of leisure and reading them was much easier on 
the nerves with not many post-burdening a�ects of ‘knowledge’. The confusions back then 
were not very sourly confusing after all.  I intend to speak from the perspective of those who 
waited for three hours of “Cartoon Network” everyday, who knew the relationship of festivity 
with the calendar cum posters and not from the mobile phone reminders. It isn’t very far 
fetched a notion where we learnt to fascinate about Disney secret messages furtively embed-
ded in the graphic visualization. Facebook is the new encyclopaedia. It suggests by itself what 
all is needed to be learnt.

Some lines, or words, or sounds from the poems from the book ‘Jhoolnay’ still resonate and 
have managed to secure some nook in the new busy brains. Su� Tabassum’s name is unique 
as his work to have permanently fastened to a fragment of memory.   



It is only after I learnt about this show, it brought my attention towards reading the Book 
again, and made me realise that these sweet poems have always been laden with satire. How 
many ‘tot batots’ we see everyday? How ‘nirala’ our own ‘shehr’ is?  Who is referred to chicken? 
What is called an egg? Who is bare-footed without knowing that they actually deserve a�ord? 
The small book is big on symbols and references. It is impossible to interpret these poems in 
�at black and white; they are densely illustrative in nature and have evolved to dwell on 
imagination. They are brief, lyrical but also didactic and witty. In the preface, Patras Bukhari 
speaks about the amalgamation of pedagogic demeanour of the poems with the upkeep of 
humour. 

The exhibition as a medium is very �exible and for this exhibition it takes the shape of a visual 
essay, or a visual prose. To understand contemporaneity, one must also see history and that’s 
what Azanat Mansoor attempts while curating this show. She explains in a small informal 
discourse that how an idea ampli�es after becoming a shared thought.

Inaam:  What brings you to conceive a show around this book? You are an artist yourself, how 
did you decide to pass the idea to other artists and didn’t include yourself?

Azanat: I began, after I indulged myself into writings, small pieces though many of them, 
mostly into free association. I guess we are also taught to get into this habit when we are 
either lost or have too much to sift from. I started collecting excerpts and browsed for down-
loadable reading material to build sort of an inventory of inspirations. ‘Jhoolnay’ got my 
attention almost immediately by stirring nostalgia. We have read the poems and have 
listened to them from our elders. The famous poems from the book are embedded in our 
childhood memories. Initially, borrowing from my earlier perception of the Book, I found it 
very light as a subject, calming, where the writer opens a window in the world where cats are 
friends with mice. Patras Bukhari in the prologue says, the book is like ‘Sunday’, matching it 
with the light weightiness of a holiday. But I realised only later that this applies de�nitely on 
the poems that we have memory of, the ones our parents and teachers have sung to us. There 
were a lot more poems, ones that weren’t very soft. And our parents might have been familiar 
with the strangeness of those or probably they simply didn’t rhyme that well. That’s why 
‘chichoon chichoon chacha’ and ‘char choochay ghar se niklay’ are the poems we may still 
melodiously rhyme by heart. But we don’t remember ‘ro lay munnay ro lay’ or ‘munnay ne 
kheera chaqu se cheera’ that clearly though they are coming from the same book. 

I felt strongly to discuss about the nature of the poems and their modern day understanding, 
collectively, as I was sure many have read the Book. From there I started building up discus-
sions with people who either are the artists themselves, or those who directed me to the 
artists exhibiting for this show.

Inaam:  What was your criterion for deciding which artists to exhibit?

Azanat: As I am an artist myself, so I am mostly familiar with the artists from the ‘thinking 
community’. I looked for the people who would have liked experimenting with their thoughts, 
and their work could hold similar attributes as of the Book, in terms of poetic narratives, 
juvenility, satire or fantasy. Also, who could ponder into the Book and would be interested in 
creating a dialogue around it. It was also important for me that they could share that 
childhood experience of knowing the Book di�erently. So I started writing to these people 
and the proposal that I formulated was more on a letter’s layout so it could have the element 
of individuality yet open-endedness at the same time.



Inaam: What feel do you think the Book generates and how do you see it getting translated 
visually?

Azanat:  It is de�nitely satirical and has a certain discomfort about it, which I feel is hard to 
decipher descriptively. You cannot put quotation marks around the possible meanings. It 
leaves you with your own interpretation, which makes it an excellent sca�old to build upon. I 
felt artists also perceived it in very grim and dark setting and their work re�ects a sombre 
veneer.

Inaam:  You were also teaching at a school and have an experience of working with kids. How 
do you see Urdu poems with them?

Azanat: Urdu unfortunately is not a very favourable subject in ‘good schools’ apparently. I had 
to struggle to have an Urdu day scheduled so we could involve indigenous literature some-
how. But I realised children don’t enjoy Urdu poems much; they don’t like to struggle for it. 

Though I have a kid at the house who speaks Urdu and understands it better than English. I 
tried reading a poem from the Book to him and couldn’t continue. I had to question the 
appropriateness of the poem before reading it to the child. I couldn’t predict what e�ect could 
it have, or if I had the answers to the questions the child might ask about the poems.

Inaam:  How do you de�ne your responsibilities and targets if you continue practising on the 
curatorial side? 

Azanat: I think there is a lot of potential in our artists and their work is worth spending time 
and fortune at. A lot of them know very well how, where and with whom they must show and 
they are very particular about it. 

But sometimes an outsider’s perspective helps �nding an order within the blocks. You arrange 
for the platform and experiment the combinations on their behalf and in return you de�nitely 
have a great deal of learning. Sometimes you become the reason for starting a conversation 
between artists and get them an opportunity to see their work in contrast to each other. I 
believe much strongly that this is required. 

With this show, I have tried to bring together the group of artists who work with combination 
of mediums. Sometimes a particular setting in which the work has been shown renders it in 
the light in which it could be understood meaningfully and catch a higher leap.

Inaam Zafar is a visual artist, based in Lahore. 





Haider Ali Jan 
My work deals with inquiring into found narratives. I use found footages and photographs 
from history, popular culture, journalism, cinema and television to study the narratives/opin-
ions these visual documentations generate or have generated and by working over these 
documentation, I generate an altered narrative, which becomes a critique of its original 
documentation.  

Through such media as digital animation, projections, I re-contextualize and distill these 
iconic images to their most essential form. By doing so, my work communicates the symbolic 
power these images have on the collective psyche and underscores a keen understanding of 
how images shape our experience and memory of events. 

By working with found videos and clippings, I mould the narrative to generate another layer 
of meaning by hiding, skipping and reinforcing elements by choice, which alters the intent of 
the original.  

The renderings I use in my work �atten the images. The e�ect that this has on the �lm/images 
is that they become �ctionalized and not the pure evidence of an event. 

The translation from a photographic image to a drawing, there is a dramatic reduction of 
visual information but what is gained is symbolic image content. Drawing an object for me is 
equal to writing a text. If I draw an image of a woman, it’s equivalent to spelling the word 
W-O-M-A-N. The letter woman is a combination of alphabets that gives meaning to female 
species.  In the same way the drawing of a woman, which is simply a combination of graphic 
symbols, gives symbolic image to this other image of a woman that exists in this 3 dimension-
al world. This power of graphic symbols is something that I am interested in, the type of 
animations and the drawings that I make.



Outdoors, digital print on canvas , 86 x 76 cm



Studio, digital print on canvas, 86 x 76 cm



Aliya Baji, digital print on canvas, 114 x 76 cm 



Hassan Mujtaba

My practice investigates the force behind the notion of institutions. I seek visual cues from various 

forms of discipline and to �nd poetics within. My own academic experience remains as a pivot, the 

hierarchical memory of structures. I seek parallels in the formation of establishments and their 

compositions.

These portraits of children are the rendezvous of form and the medium, a result of my recent 

experimentation in the �eld of drawing. I am introducing myself to some new ways of seeing the 

conventions of drawing and the established constructs  in relation to my inquiry of the institution. 



A view in the middle of making - I, charcoal and lead on paper, 49 x 33 cm



A view in the middle of making - II, Charcoal and lead on paper, 49 x 33 cm



A view in the middle of making - IV, Charcoal and lead on paper, 49 x 33 cm



Mohsin Sha�

I exploit my unadulterated access to the deepest emotions embedded beneath the surface, 

only to explore the whispered secrets of dreams and long buried memories. Attempting to 

capture what I see and record their frail existence, only to return and relive. Hoping to make 

the viewer see reality through the �ction of my eyes. Where nothing is as it is and everything 

is as it isn’t.

The visual metaphors combine realistic portrayals of ordinary events with elements of myth, 

to allow myself the luxury of a disconnection from the fallacies of truth. Hoping to record the 

naked and defenseless ideas of the subconscious mind, somewhere between dreams and 

their documentation. The curiosities of the world are in fact almost story-book-bizarre, 

however our constant interaction with them makes them familiar and common, though 

perhaps not always acceptable.

These are disturbing interpretations of familiar subjects, slumbering histories and buried 

traumas. Through a play with an existing library of images and text, my attempt is to commu-

nicate multiple interpretations. It is the idea of the abnormal and the unreal that fascinates me 

including our desire to look, point and secretly relate. These are the spaces between transla-

tion and exposition where confusion happens and things are forgotten and remembered as 

stories change. 



Baa, Baa, Black Sheep – II, mixed media collage, inkjet prints, found paper, 60 x 50 cm



The Jungle Book, mixed media collage, inkjet prints, oil and acrylics on paper, found papers, 48 x 41 cm



The City Under Ground, mixed media collage, inket prints, acrylics, pen, found papers and photocopies, 21 x 62 cm

Spit Roasted Romantica (detail), mixed media collage, inkjet prints, opaque colors, 16  x 23 cm



Rabeya Jalil
Nirala Sheher
 

Nirala Sheher is the beginning of a body of work that addresses the celebration and anxiety of 

pursuing the ideal kind of  ‘happiness’ or the notion of  ‘settling down’ while in a state of transition. 

Swaying between abstract cities, the inhabitants are constantly trying to navigate their peculiar 

lodgings and reestablish connections with their mysti�ed or mythical beliefs on value, love and 

success.

Thank you Munadi Ahmad, for helping me in the animations.



Nirala Sheher - I, acrylic on board, animation (animation by Munadi Ahmad), 11 x 13 cm



Nirala Sheher - II, paper and wood, 11 x 13 cm



Nirala Sheher - III, paper and wood, 11 x 13 cm



Sahyr Sayed

The child in me met the book like an old friend and soon I was making attempts to document this 

reunion. The result is perhaps a tribute to a very strange time; my childhood.



Happy home, mixed media, 127 x 94 x 74 cm (box), 33 x  84 x 38 cm (stand)



Untitled (front), styrofoam panel covered in junk, gypsona and acrylic paint, miniature handmade and 
found objects, adhesive, 91 x 61 cm



Untitled (back), styrofoam panel covered in junk, gypsona and acrylic paint, miniature handmade and
found objects, adhesive, 91 x 61 cm



Zara Asgher

The tender nature of these playful nonsensical rhymes in 'Jhoolnay' carry an undertone of sadness, 

a feel of cheerful melancholia. This book which is a comic relief for children is not only entertain-

ment but acts as something more practical as well as making them conscious of a reality outside 

the bubble of childhood innocence.

Through a series of pen and ink drawings I want to explore this aspect of childhood innocence and 

how that phase is so easily exposed to a much harsher form of reality.



Din Na Ho To Hogi Raat, collage, pen and ink on paper, 15 x 10 cm (each page), sketchbook consisting of 29 pages



Biographical Information

Haider Ali Jan

Born 1983, graduated from Beaconhouse National University in 2008 and since then Haider 
Ali Jan has taught at Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture (Karachi), Comsats (Lahore) 
and Beaconhouse National University (Lahore). He is currently enrolled in Masters in Commu-
nication and Cultural Studies at National College of Arts Lahore.

Haider has participated both in national and international shows, some of which include, Asia 
Triennial Paci�c 8, Queensland Art Gallery (2015), Love, War and Longings, Harvard-Brown 
Pakistani Film Festival, Cambridge (2015), Everything is Embedded in History, Lahore Literary 
Festival, Alhamra Art Council, Lahore, Pakistan (2015) and 5th Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial, 
Asian Art Museum, Japan (2014).

His work is published in “The Eye Still Seeks”: Pakistani Contemporary Art, written by Salima 
Hashmi and published by Penguin India.

Hassan Mujtaba

Born in 1985 in Lahore, Hassan Mujtaba is an emerging artist who lives and works in Lahore. 
He completed his under-graduate programme from Beaconhouse National University 
(Lahore).  Mujtaba established his line of inquiry in symbolic signi�cance of imagery and has 
shown interest in various medium of visual arts such as video, photography, drawing and 
installation. In 2011, Mujtaba was selected for Vasl-Rohtas International Residency, Islamabad 
with �ve other artists from Iran, Turkey, Pakistan and South Africa. He has been exhibiting 
nationally and internatinally at renowned galleries.

Mohsin Sha�

Mohsin Sha� is an interdisciplinary artist living and working in Lahore, Pakistan. He received 
his Masters and Bachelors Degree, both from the National College of Arts in Lahore. He 
continues to serve his alma mater in the MA (Hons.) Visual Art Department. Sha� has 
showcased his work at some jutting galleries in Pakistan, as well as been part of some interna-
tional shows in last few years. Among prominent practice/achievements, he is an active 
member of the ‘Awami Art Collective’, which is a group of artists and activists intervening the 
public space for the cause of peaceful co-existence & celebration of diversity.



Rabeya Jalil

Rabeya Jalil is an art educator and visual artist who works and lives in Lahore, Pakistan. She 
teaches at the Beaconhouse National University as an Assistant Professor. Jalil did her under-
graduate studies in Fine Arts from the National College of Arts Lahore in 2005 and completed 
her Masters in Art and Art Education (Ed.M.) from Columbia University, Teachers College in 
New York on a Fulbright Scholarship in 2013.

Jalil has exhibited her work in Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, India, UAE, USA, Spain and Portugal. 
Her art education/research practice involves working with school art teachers, children with 
special needs, and individuals from low-income family backgrounds and culturally diverse 
populations.

Sahyr Sayed 

Sahyr Sayed, born in 1986, graduated from National College of Arts Lahore in 2012 in minia-
ture painting. Her work explores the stereotype of a perfect home, she involves a very 
feminine sensibility to craft three dimensional objects that compliment the paintings and 
create a space.  She has exhibited regularly in Pakistan and is currently teaching at the Minia-
ture Department at National College of Arts Lahore. She lives and works in Lahore.  

Zara Asgher

Zara Asgher,  born in1987, lives and works in Lahore. She graduated from National College of 
Arts Lahore in Print Making in 2012. She was awarded the prize for the10 Best Works of the 
Young Artists Exhibition in 2012, by the Punjab Arts Council. She currently teaches art to O Level 
students at Lahore Grammar School.
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